“A fascinating human record”:
Me Mum.
Browning and Crew Families through Letters and Journals
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This manuscript is dedicated to my mother, Patricia Crew Fleming, in the
hope that her next sojourn to Earth will be a happier one. While I know her
marriage to my father “was a very distinct blessing to both” of them, she struggled
with feelings of unworthiness and guilt her entire life. She wrote in Psychological
Perspectives (Fall 1984):
My profound sense of unworthiness [from abandonment] was very real.
My earliest memories were of causing grief and concern whenever I
appeared. Women whispered behind their hands, “There she is, the mother
died, you know. . . Such a wonderful woman! Such a pity.” And so on. Of
course, a lot of this was in my imagination, but I got the impression over and
over again that I was a very poor exchange for my mother, that talented,
beautiful, unusual woman. [. . .]

Early this winter [which would have been 1983], I rediscovered a
manuscript written by my grandmother just before she died, in which she
describes my mother’s early life and death and my first years with her. This
carefully written little story reminded me of so much that I had forgotten or
possibly never known. Combined with the picture book she kept of my first
years, it is a fascinating human record.
smothered in love. [my italics.]
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One thing is certain.

I was

Figure 1: Browning family with Malcolm and Patsy Crew. This may be Patsy’s
Baptism.
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Introduction:
I don’t remember one moment in particular when I realized that my parents were
different from other parents, but one clue was on March 3, 1964, when they asked for a
life reading by Grace Wittenberger, of the Life Reading Research Center of the Religious
Research Foundation, Inc, located in Los Angeles (of course).1 What my parents found
out from the thirty-two-page, single-spaced-report was a little unsettling for a young
teenager: that my parents had lived many lives together (at least four described in detail),
and that sometimes they lived lives as different genders. For example, they had been
sisters on an island off of Japan in the late fifteenth century/early sixteenth century when
my father was in a “feminine expression,” while my mother’s first earth-life was in
“masculine expression” in the 1200s B.C. in Egypt; she (he?) had worked as a potter and
was “very artistic in nature.”
Grace Wittenberger (through a Dr. John) told my parents that their marriage in
this lifetime “had been a very distinct blessing to both [of them]” and that when they
came back this time as husband and wife (and not as sisters!) they experienced “a soul
level of rejoicing, a recognition of each other and a happiness in renewing the old love
bonds.” The reading also gave my mother a little closure when she found out that she
had been the illegitimate daughter of her father, Ampa or Malcolm Crew, and her “real”
mother, Alice Browning Crew, in the lifetime just previous to this one in the early 1800s
American South. Malcolm had not been allowed to develop a relationship with his

1

Information from website: Life readings were soul histories of people who wanted information about their
past lives and the purpose of their present life. The readings increased their understanding of themselves
and helped them to know who they were and why they had their own unique life circumstances. Knowing
this enabled them to accept themselves, make constructive changes in their lives, heal or release
relationships, more fully pursue their life’s purpose, and find inner peace.
<http://www.religiousresearch.org/history.htm>
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daughter (my mother) in that lifetime so my real Grandmother Alice came back this time
“to finish up a certain responsibility with the father carried over from that lifetime. [So
she] simply brought the child back and gave the child TO him, and then her responsibility
was discharged.” This was a neat and tidy answer to my mother’s angst, but not very
empathetic to her feelings of guilt and loss (which she had in abundance).
Other important points addressed in the life reading were that souls travel in
“cosmic families” (in ours, my father’s father—Rev. D. J. Fleming, aka Father D—was
our “sponsor soul”), that overcoming evil with good was an expression of cosmic law
(using an example of a dark, 1500s life in a Peruvian community in the Andes when the
Pat-soul killed off her rival temple maiden who turned out to be her beloved
Grandmother Nan in this lifetime), and that my youngest brother Bruce was a “bonus”
child, a reward for my father doing a good job of becoming an Occidental soul after
seven lifetimes of being an Oriental soul. Well, ok then. That also explained why he was
born in India of American parents; he always felt he was of both hemispheres.

Methodology:
I have tried to stay faithful to the authentic voices within the written letters,
journals, and memoirs in my collection. I have used footnotes to add historical
references, created textboxes for additional (or conflicting) information, and brackets for
clarification of the text itself. When I can’t make out the writing, I use xxx, and for large
blocks of direct quotations (other than Nan’s central journal narrative voice and Alice’s
letters), I have justified the margins. There are some inconsistencies within this model,
but this was my working formula. This work is in seven parts and tries to fill in the gaps
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in history, particularly my Grandmother Alice’s early life and departure (death) and my
mother Patricia’s re-entry (birth) into their 20th century lifetimes.
Part 1: Introduction to “A Fascinating Human Record: Me Mum.”
Part 2: Introduction to Nan and Webster Browning from letters my mother
wrote to me and my brothers shortly before her death in 1984.
Part 3: Transcription of Nan Browning’s 86-page Journal up to page 34,
when Alice Browning Crew died a day after Pat was born, June 21-June
22, 1919.
Part 4: My “Impressionistic” interpretation of Alice’s letters home to Nan.
She and Malcolm Crew were living in Buenos Aires and the Brownings
were living in Montevideo (1918-1919).
Part 5: Chronological transcription of Alice’s forty-two letters from June
1918 to May 1919.
Part 6: Transcription of the rest of Nan’s Journal after Alice’s death and
Pat’s early life. My mother met my father, E. McClung Fleming, in 1936
and they were married in 1940.
Part 7: Addendums:
a) Photo montage of four generations;
b) Malcolm R. Crew: Biographical information from Uncle Mike’s
“Clan
of Crew” (2010) and Malcolm’s Memoir (ca 1955);
c) My family’s attitude of Roman Catholicism; various voices;
d) “Icebergs”: From the 1899 Travelogue of John and Julia Cole.
Despite the fact that this is a work of women’s voices, I have included supporting
documentation written by my Grandfather Malcolm Crew, my late Uncle Mike Crew
(thank you!), Rev. Webster E. Browning, and my fraternal grandfather Rev. Daniel J.
Fleming. I have also used some remarks made by John and Julia Cole from two of their
Travelogues, a 1924 letter written by Elizabeth C. Fleming to her parents, John and Julia
Cole, while visiting Montevideo, and assorted letters from others. For me, it has been
TOTALLY astonishing that have so much data at my fingertips, and I have been able to
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fill in the gaps in memory, now long silent. Because my Grandmother Alice was never
really mentioned to me except in dark and foreboding tones, it has been a marvelous
discovery to find forty-two letters that she wrote to the Beloved Nan when she was
pregnant with my mother. Alice was “talented, beautiful, unusual” and it’s a shame that
she never got to know her daughter, my mother, Alice Patricia Crew Fleming, who was
also incredibly talented, beautiful, unusual, and most of all, transformative. My mother
knew beyond all shadow of a doubt that her Granddaughter Julia was on her way; Julia
was born on January 21, 1985—four months after my mother died on September 1, 1984.
Again, it was a shame that my mother did not live to meet her, my incredibly talented,
beautiful, unusual daughter, whom we named back in 1983, two years before her reentry
in this lifetime!2

“With My Pen Directed toward Home”:
Perhaps I should mention that I have already worked on my paternal grandmother,
Elizabeth Cole Fleming’s letters home to her mother Julia Cole (who provided my
daughter’s name!) in Chicago; this was the basis of my two-volume DePaul MA thesis.
The Introduction of “With My Pen Directed toward Home, Letters from Elizabeth Cole
Fleming (1895-1910)” is below (and can be linked from my webpage betsykittle.com):
My grandmother, Elizabeth Cole Fleming, was a Presbyterian missionary in India at
the turn of the twentieth century (1904-1913). She was also a graduate of Smith College
(1897), a college secretary for Illinois for the Young Women's Christian Association
(YWCA) (1901-1904), and a special evangelistic secretary for the General Assembly’s

2

I have called my mother by different names: Patsy, Pat, and by her initials: PCF.
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Committee on Evangelistic Work of the Presbyterian Church, visiting colleges west of
the Mississippi (1903-1904). The gift I have received from her (in addition to my name
and a trust fund, long since squandered) is a lifetime of letters written to her parents, John
and Julia Cole, who lived in the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago, Illinois. These
letters were kept in small bundles, bound carefully with ribbon, enclosed in a metal box,
and then stored in a basement, in an attic, and Lord knows where—I can’t imagine how
they survived and remained intact for over eighty years. When my father died in 1994, I
claimed them from an outdoor shed where he had stored his porch furniture and lawn
supplies. As his only daughter and his mother's namesake, I felt it my duty to take them.
At the time, I never imagined I would actually read them, much less write about them.
Each of the transitions in Elizabeth’s life took her away from her Chicago home, and
each became an epistolary chronicle. The collection I am using for this project consists
of 241 letters dating from 1895 through 1910; of this total collection, I have transcribed
approximately 155 letters. [. . .]
Stored with these letters were more than seventy-five letters written to Elizabeth
from student representatives of Illinois College YW Associations, 1902-1903.

The

YWCA/YMCA were in their formative years at the turn of the century; membership in
the Association provided young women and men a safe place to make friends and
socialize as separate from home and/or college. The Association offered a blend of old
and new worlds—a stable religious environment coupled with contemporary vocational
training—both of which provided valuable guidance for this new breed of college
student. [Vera Scott Cushman made the 1905 merger of the two branches of the YWCA
possible.3 She was a life-time friend of Elizabeth and a colleague of the Brownings later
in life, and I have provided a little biographical information about her in Part 6.]
Other collections of my family letters have been kept and, for this generation,
have ended up living with me, such as my Great-Great-Grandfather Captain John Cole's
"Journal of a Whale Voyage Kept on Board Ship Wm. Hamilton, 1842-1845," (which
had already been transcribed by an unknown editor), and my other Great-Great33

In 1906, Vera Scott Cushman’s organizational skills were needed to help unify the two branches of the
YWCA, the International Board and the American Committee. The former was made up of mostly urban
women on the east coast, while the latter was younger college women; the first had a larger endowment, the
second had more members. Finding common ground took the finesse of someone with Vera Scott
Cushman’s clear yet practical mind.
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Grandfather Rev. John W. Alvord's biography and his superintendent reports to Major
General O. O. (Oliver Otis) Howard on the condition of the freedmen during
Reconstruction.4 Also my Great-Grandfather John A. Cole's letters home from the Civil
War when he was a general field agent for the U. S. Christian Commission are now
stored in a metal box under my kitchen table.
Added to this mound of letters are six bound genealogy books of the Alvord
family history, probably commissioned by John and Julia Cole when they wrote their
memoirs in 1914. These fragile books are illustrated by way of sketches, postcards,
maps, etc, and fan outward and backward from Julia Alvord Cole.

Memoirs and

biographical sketches are included in a separate Cole/Alvord retrospective in which
daughters have written their recollections about mothers and grandmothers dating back to
1819. This genealogical record is really a work-in-progress, with sporadic updates over
the last fifty years from various family members, including my father and his sister,
Elizabeth Fleming Smith (my Aunt Betty), and now my rather comprehensive
contribution. Two travel narratives (1899 and 1908-1909), written by John and Julia
Cole, [selections of which have been quoted in Nan’s Journal] are also part of this
collection, as is an exquisite collection of pencil sketches by Julia (and a few by John),
which I have used to support evidence and to evoke themes in the narrative. Finally, I
have a scrapbook of Fleming/McClung memorabilia and newspaper clippings,
presumably from The Daily Gazette [Xenia, Ohio]. These scraps of paper are really a
collage of facts, glued tightly together without order, most without dates.
It is a little overwhelming to be the guardian of so many lives, of so many written
legacies. This collection of written memorabilia can be measured in pounds, literally.
How much of all this was predestined (that all of their written lives would intersect with
me)? How much was chance or fate (the very fact that these letters and journals have
survived outright neglect, and countless moves and ownership changes)? And how much
was complete serendipity that I have been given the opportunity and the time to reflect on
what makes me so? This story is one node off my DNA strand; it is one portion of the
infinity loop. The narrative I present is a part of a past and part of a future. It is a
4

John Alvord’s letters to O. O. Howard, founder of Howard University, were published in a series of books
by date, such as Sixth Semi-Annual Report on Schools for Freedman, 1868. I have quoted his words about
a slave girl’s notion of “home” in the next section.
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moment in time, in history, and in family. Elizabeth Cole Fleming is at once a daughter
and a mother; she is a granddaughter and grandmother. She is me.5

Figure 2: Three Elizabeths—(Me) Betsy Fleming Kittle, Grandmother
Elizabeth Cole Fleming, and Aunt Betty Fleming Smith

5

The name “Elizabeth” has been recycled in my family to an excess in the last three generations. See
Genealogy Tree: (1) Elizabeth Shaw Cole (2) Elizabeth Cole Fleming (3) Elizabeth Fleming Smith (my
Aunt Betty) (4) Elizabeth Smith Ewing (Aunt Betty's daughter) (5) Elizabeth Fleming Kittle (me!).
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Browning/Crew/Fleming Family Time Line:

Family Time Line
Parkville, Missouri

Santiago, Chile

Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Montevideo, Uruguay

Crews I:
1918 to 1919

Brownings:
1917 to 1925
Pat b. 1919

Brownings:
1926 to 1935

Crews II:
1919 to 1931

Brownings:
1870s to 1890s
Nan b. 1873
Brownings:
1896 to 1917
Alice b. 1896

Crews II:
1931 to 1970
Crews III
1977 to 1979
Flemings:
1947 to 1955
Betsy b. 1950

Crews:
Crews I: Malcolm and Alice Browning
Crews II: Malcolm and Mary Chandler
Crews III: Malcolm and Angela Artal
PS: Chicago, Illinois:
Elizabeth Cole Fleming, born 1875
Julia Patricia Kittle, born 1985
12

A Sense of Home from My Collection of Family Writings:

My christening party in Ludington, Michigan, 1950. Left to right: Rev.
DJ Fleming, Nan Browning, Elizabeth, my parents, and my godmothers,
Chita and Jane Chandler. My brothers, Mic and Dan, are standing in
front, and Elizabeth is holding me. Absent are my mother’s father,
Malcolm R. Crew, and his wife Mary Chandler Crew who were living and
working in Santiago, Chile. My brother Bruce would be born six years
later.

Although my extended family in both directions seems to have been in constant
movement, without that movement and distance, I would not have the written legacy I
now own and cherish. During my early research, I am grateful to have found Janet
Altman’s Epistolarity: Approaches to a Form, in which she declares: “To write a letter is
to map one's coordinates—temporal, spatial, emotional, intellectual—in order to tell
someone else where one is located at a particular time and how far one has traveled since
the last writing” (119). While this manuscript is primarily a journal narrative by one
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voice, Nan Browning, Alice’s letters parallel Elizabeth Fleming’s in telling her mother
the “coordinates” of her life since her last letter. It is important to realize that the
epistolary relationship a daughter has with her mother—especially one when the daughter
is away from her mother during pregnancy—is precious. In my collection, the mothers
kept these letters, while the mothers’ letters to their daughters were lost somewhere in
transit. In all of the daughters’ letters there is a yearning for “home.”
Alice’s July 7, 1918, letter below is especially interesting to me because she is
referring to a Kansas City, Missouri, “home,” a place she visited briefly for a school year
in 1913. Expatriates, like the Brownings and Crews, lived in multiple cities, so they must
have adopted their mother’s sense of home; their own sense home was securely carried in
their hearts and minds. A wonderful colleague of mine told me that she “flowered where
planted,” and I think that describes the women in my family too.
From “A Fascinating Human Record: Me Mum”:
PCF regarding the Brownings in Chile:
The years in Chile were rich and difficult. The school was demanding &
Nan ran her home, raised her daughters, taught classes, and ran the
dormitory. At times staying up night after night with sick children in the
infirmary. But I heard early that Chile was “home” a beautiful country
filled with fruit & flowers and loving people. In Nan’s mind, they
should never have left.
Alice Browning: July 7, 1918:
This morning M. & I got up early, got our own breakfast & took an early
train to retiro.

There was a thick frost on the ground & the front

platform of the train was powdered thick with it too. The window panes
in the car were covered with Jack Frost’s pictures like we used to get at
home. Do you remember the beauties we used to get in Kansas City?
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PCF regarding Piriápolis: (From Psychological Perspectives Fall 1984):
Jung writes that an institution, a city, a cause, a place, almost anything
that seems to offer protection and nourishment can be a mother substitute
for an orphan. [One . . .] place was my father’s YMCA Camp in
Uruguay, perched on a hillside, covered with geraniums and eucalyptus,
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. It is as vivid to me today as it was fifty
years ago, and I can go there, and do, in a twinkling of an eye, just before
going to sleep, or when the going gets rough. When anyone says the
word, “Home” I am there, smelling the eucalyptus or hearing the
raucous dinner bell calling me and my gang of little friends home to
meals. My parents honeymooned there and for a long time I cherished
the thought that I had been conceived there. (134)
Selections from Chapter 3 of “With My Pen Directed toward Home”: A Sense of
Home:
Captain John Cole (1806-1875), Elizabeth C. Fleming’s paternal grandfather, was a
whaling captain out of New Bedford, Massachusetts, and had become a "professing"
Christian in order to marry Elizabeth Shaw (1813-1843), who wouldn't marry him
otherwise. John Cole knew he wanted to marry Elizabeth, so during a one-year trip to the
Indian Ocean and African coast he read the Bible. When he returned in 1838 he married
his beloved Elizabeth Shaw (A/C 111), the first of the many Elizabeths. Sadly, tragedy
struck soon afterward. In the "Journal of a Whale Voyage Kept on Board Ship Wm.
Hamilton, 1842-1845," on September 10, 1844, John reported that he learned of
Elizabeth's April 13, 1843, death. For a year and a half, he had written faithfully to his
wife without knowing she had died. His Captain's log reads:
We have been two years and twelve days from New Bedford and have
taken 4300 barrels of oil, 300 of it Sperm. We are now boiling out one
whale with very moderate weather with plenty whale all around. I am
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waiting only for a fair wind to steer for the Sandwich Islands—from
there home. Home did I say, and where is that? My dear companion
who constituted the attraction of home has flown to her eternal and
happy home and left me here a lonely mourner in this world of affliction.
(A/C 113)
It was Rev. John W. Alvord (1807-1880), however, Elizabeth’s maternal
grandfather, who had the greatest influence on the young Elizabeth. Ill health prevented
him from becoming a missionary to Africa in 1837-1838, but during the Civil War, he
was able to work for his cause: abolition. When he became the General Superintendent
of Education for the Freedman's Bureau on March 3, 1865, he reported to Major General
O. O. Howard; he later became the president of the Freedman’s Bank.6 The “sense of
home” (his italics) he mentions in his Freedman’s Bureau Report on July 1, 1868,
contrasts with the Victorians’ “Cult of Domesticity”:7
The effect of slavery on female character has been fearful. Both sexes
were bereft of true culture . . . but womanly virtues were wholly ignored;
the female slave was crushed literally. . . . There was no binding
matrimony, no family sacredness, nothing which could be called home in
slavery; and the wonder is, that after two hundred years of such
influence, any trace of feminine delicacy remains, or that girls, the
offspring and imitators of such mothers, are aught but degraded. (75)

6

From 1865-1870, the Freedman's Bureau coordinated the educational efforts of northern missionary and
benevolent associations and the freed slaves themselves. In 1870, Georgia had 233 schools for AfricanAmericans (5%); by 1880 this number had grown to 1,688 (40%) (Stevenson 71).
7
In this ideology, the primary features of ideal womanhood consisted of piety, purity, domesticity and
submissiveness. "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1800-1860," Barbara Welter's classic essay written in
1966 (and part of Welter's Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the Nineteenth Century), was one
of the first attempts at describing the space that was left after the men went out of the home to make a
living during the Industrial Revolution. "Woman, in the cult of True Womanhood presented by the
women's magazines, gift annuals and religious literature of the nineteenth century," Welter writes, "was the
hostage of the home" (21).
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Elizabeth C. Fleming lived away from home almost her entire life. She went away to
college and never really moved back to her Chicago home. Of her massive collection of
letters, I have selected two, both written to her Presbyterian sponsors, the Women’s
Presbyterian Board of Missions of the Northwest (WPBNW), headquartered in Chicago.
She and DJ were missionaries in Lahore, (then) India. The second letter addresses the
plight of the single female missionary.
Jan. 10, 1906, My dear friends: At dusk, we often saw the women
preparing the evening meal over a small fire of sticks patting the cake of
coarse meal from hand to hand, and in the same compound ten or fifteen
feet square were standing the cows or buffalo, the goats, chickens and
dogs. Oh, what do they know of a home! That word is not translatable
into their language for they cannot conceive of such a place.
June 18, 1908: Some of our dear girls in the mission—not all young
either have been telling me that the hardest struggle of their lives is to be
denied the blessing of a home, a husband and little children. I did not
know that the pain of deprivation could be so intense. Poor girls—I love
them all the more for knowing this cross. We too often forget that even
work and successful work cannot supplement the God given instincts for
home. [Her italics.]
Julia Cole will echo these remarks in her travelogue entry dated Thursday, December 10,
1908, when the Coles visited the home of an Orthodox Hindu in Gurdaspur, India, while
visiting the Flemings on their trip around the world.
Well it may be a home, but I doubt the meaning of that word! Here is
the entrance on a narrow street. Bend low for the doorway is little more
than a hole near the ground and you must jump a gutter before you reach
it. We all jump and bend our necks. (67)
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The last example is from Elizabeth on her honeymoon en route to India on September 1,
1904. She writes of her gratitude to her parents for providing a glorified, Christian home.
Elizabeth was a gracious, dutiful daughter as this note of appreciation to her mother
shows:
My Dear pet lambie: The house you made for us has been eminently
successful, and I am going to try to make mine just like it. If ever a
daughter wanted to express gratitude for "all the way," I do. Words can't
do it, and so I am just trying to live my life so that it shall expand and
fulfill yours. I want it to glorify you in just the same way that Christ
glorified His Father. Truly every good impulse in me was born from
daily contact with you and father and our precious, holy circle, called
home!
My Family and the 20th Century Missionary Movement
I should add a final mention about the 20th century missionary movement that
attracted both the Webster Brownings and the DJ Flemings to its service. Early on in the
movement, exporting the good new of Jesus Christ to third-world countries became
confused with imposing a homogenized westernized culture on the “Other.” Hstorian
John C. B. Webster writes that the early nineteenth-century Princeton-schooled
missionaries shipped out to places like India and China "as bearers of this truth [who] had
everything to teach and nothing of importance to learn" (34). 8
From my readings, though, the Brownings and the Crews did not seem as
dogmatically bent on converting the Spanish “heathens” as the Flemings were with the
Hindu, Buddhists or Mohammedan (Muslim) Indians during their early years in India.
8

Webster explains in The Christian Community and Change in Nineteenth Century North India that
Princeton's theology was a theology of Biblical authority, "with an eighteenth-century belief in the primacy
of reason over all elements in human psychology" (31).
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The Brownings were more interested in education, something they felt the Roman
Catholics failed to do for the majority of the people. With that in mind, my family had
disparaging things to say about Catholicism—what Robert Speer called the “grip of the
dead hand.” (See: Addendum 7.c.) Further, despite the fact that Webster Browning
graduated from Princeton University in 1894 (although from the San Francisco
Seminary) and was a visiting scholar on Missions at Princeton in 1919, the Brownings
and Crews pretty much stayed within the social protocol set by their host countries rather
than trying to convert them. Alice’s reaction to a young pastor trying to make a
connection between the American flag and John, Paul, and Peter right after Armistice
Day is an example of that thinking:
Mr. Wesley the assistant pastor (a new man) did some slight of hand
performances for the kids which has been every one’s topic of
conversation since then (and not favorable either!).

He had these

ribbons, a red one representing John the disciple, a blue, to represent the
Apostle Paul, & a white, to represent the disciple Peter. These he mixed
up in an envelope which he sealed. Then he tore it open at the bottom &
pulled out an American Flag! Now what those three worthies had to do
with our Star Spangled Banner (“Why is it called Star Spangled?”), I
don’t know. (December 9, 1918)
Knowing that the early missionaries were fairly deaf and blind about a reciprocal
reading of the Golden Rule, I am relieved and happy to say that DJ Fleming was not one
of the do-as-I-say missionaries; he will be remembered for his writings of religious
tolerance and his disapproval of the condescending superiority of the older (Princetontype) missionaries. His professional influence on mission theory (and through his
position as Director of Foreign Missions at Union Theological Missionary, 1915-1944)
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gained momentum in the 1920s; he wrote more books on mission theory and method than
any other American of any period (Forman 100). In Whither Bound in Missions (1925),
he wrote,
On its international and interracial side this great formula [The Golden
Rule] means that all men are children of God, and hence have a common
divine heritage. It means that others presumably have the same right to
their opinion as we have to ours, and that one must not forcibly overrule
another's habit of thought, principle of living, or ways of doing things.
(196-197)
In 1925, the same year Wither Bound was published, Webster Browning copublished Modern Missions on the Spanish Main (with W. R. Wheeler) (selections are
quoted in Part 6) and New Days in Latin America. Also in 1925, the Brownings and the
Flemings met at the Second Conference on Christian Work in Latin America held in
Montevideo, (when my mother was six and my father sixteen), and I am sure they
recognized kindred spirits in each other. In fact, Nan and Elizabeth found each other
during that conference and Elizabeth wrote home to her mother that a Mrs. Browning
took them sightseeing by car.
On Hotel Pocitos stationery on March 26, 1925, Elizabeth wrote to her parents:
Four of us were asked to make speeches—Mrs. Vera Scott Cushman,
Mrs. Robert E. Speer, Mrs. (Bishop) McConnell and myself. We sat at little
tables for tea and ate sandwiches and homemade American cake!

The

Ballroom of this Government Hotel was very beautiful.
Mrs. Browning has asked the Presbyt. ladies to drive with her
tomorrow afternoon. And another lady asked us to tea at her home—next to
the Winged Victory on the Avenue.
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All throughout the history of the missionary period, women were the backbone of
the movement. They took an active voice in financially sponsoring and promoting their
brave overseas missionaries and had their own publications such as the Women’s
Presbyterian Board of Missions of the Northwest (WPBMN) in which missionary letters
were showcased. Knowing of the hypersensitivity and exclusiveness of gender roles at
this time, I am proud that my great-grandfather, Rev. Webster E. Browning, and my
grandfather, Rev. Daniel J. Fleming, were regarded favorably by the women's missionary
groups; both men were quoted liberally and at length in their reports. See for example,
Rev. W. E. Browning's report about Santiago, Chile, from the Instituto Ingles in the 1905
Annual Report, pages 85-86, and DJ's letter in the 1909 Annual Report, pages 119-120.
As missionary women were so exclusive about their personal domain, I consider it a
compliment that both men were "woman" enough to be given a voice in these reports.

Figure 4: Dr. Daniel J. Fleming

Figure 3: Dr. Webster E. Browning
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From Webster Browning’s Obituary, the Bureau of Publicity, the Board of
Missions of the Presbyterian Church, N.Y. C., April 16, 1942: “The one [honorary
degree] prized most highly by Dr. Browning was that of Litt. D. awarded him in 1920 by
the University of San Marcos in Lima, Peru. In an interview Webster gave The
Westminster Adult Bible Class, he said:
See that diploma on the wall? That tells of a degree that they gave me at the
University of San Marco, in Lima, Peru—the oldest university in the
Western Hemisphere [founded in 1551]. After I gave a lecture there, they
made me a Doctor of Literature! I sometimes wonder why they did for me
what they have done for few foreigners. That little document gives me the
right to go back there at any time to give a course of lectures on any subject
I choose. Even if I should announce as the theme of my course, “The
Whichness of the What,” the authorities would have to let me in. No one
might take my course, but I could give it.” (271)
Webster Browning was described as a man “with an Anglo-Saxon mind and a
Latin American heart.” Webster’s Board of Foreign Missions “Memorial Minute” said
his writing style, both in English and Spanish, “was marked by clarity and beauty of
phrase and by love of the cause of Christ. A report of an equestrian journey over the
Cordilleras of Colombia is characteristic:”
Tuesday was to be our last day in the saddle and we were mounted and
ready to start at dawn. As we rode out from the inn I noted that the
Southern Cross stood erect in the south, unerringly indicated by Alpha and
Beta of the Centaur, the first of them our nearest sidereal neighbor; the
Clouds of Magellan floated lightly above like wisps of carded wool, and the
somber “coal pits” seemed darker than ever in contrast with the many
blazing stars. The Cross seemed especially near to us as we rode toward the
south and began the climb upward among the hills. Our goal for the day
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was the little city of Belen, the Spanish for Bethlehem, and it was with a
feeling of security that we rode toward the star that gleamed ahead of us,
and remembered how other riders had been guided into another Bethlehem
by a similar light. (84)

The passage they quoted was from Modern Missions on the Spanish Main, and is
a nice way to enter into the women’s world and writings that are the focus of this
manuscript.

Figure 5: Diploma from University of San Marco, 1920.
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Part 1: Patricia Crew Fleming’s letters:
Mom’s Letter to Me, November 21, 1981
Dearest Betsy:
You inspired me go to the library & look up the Illinois Brownings.

My

grandfather Webster B. was the last son of the third marriage of one Caleb B. who was
born in 1802 in Kentucky. Caleb had a family in Kentucky, & then moved (probably
with encouragement at least) with his cousin Orville Hickman Browning to Illinois.
Orville was the star of the family. He served in the Black Hawk War, & there is some
mention of him (I think) at Starved Rock Park, or is there some other State Park
connected with the Black Hawk War.

In 1836 he was a Senator in the Illinois

Legislature.
In 1843 he ran for Congress but was defeated by Stephen A. Douglas. He drafted
the platform which elected Abraham Lincoln to the Presidency. (He & Lincoln were
good friends & family legend says that it was Orville’s wife Eliza Hickman Caldwell
who taught Lincoln table manners & other necessary parlour manners, because he was
totally a back woodsman when he arrived on the political scene.) To go on with Orville:
He became a U.S. Senator for Illinois in 1861, in 1866 he was Sec. of the Int [Interior]
under Johnson, & in 1868 acted as Att. General of the US. He returned to Quincy,
Illinois, to practice law after his Cabinet job ran out. He had one child who died early,
but his name was continued in my grandfather’s branch of the family, & Cousin Orville
(what a name!) may still be living in Kansas.
Anyway, Pop’s [my mother means my father, E. McClung Fleming’s] excursion
into genealogy has spurred me to look into ancestry of the Brownings, our only American
link. And ain’t to be sneezed at. William Browning, born in England in 1586, came to
Jamestown in 1619 (before the Mayflower!)9 & thus is one of the VA First Families (so
called) (kin to the Mayflower descendants.) The Brownings mostly settled in Orange &
Culpepper Co’s in Va where they were very prosperous land owners—owning land thru
grants from George II & thru purchase (1000s of acres.).
9

My mother is poking at the fact that my father’s side was descended from six (6) Mayflower passengers,
including Captain William Bradford, through the John Alvord family on his mother’s side of the family.
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Figure 5: My mother’s hand-written family tree.
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But the curious thing is that they
all seemed to be very long lived & to
have children in their later years. My
grandfather was born when his father
was 67 & his wife, poor little Mary
Anne Akers age 23 or thereabouts, left
him after producing 2 little boys & ran
off (god bless her & never to be heard
from again.)

[To my brother Dan

Fleming she writes: “Pop [Webster
Browning] remembered standing in the
door of the sod house his father built and
seeing two wolves howling at the
horizon.
Figure 6: Webster Browning—Sexy Dude!

Creepy?]

That is why my

grandfather, whose father died shortly

thereafter, was brought up by a foster family in Chase, Kansas by the name of Foote—
who eventually gave up trying to make a miserable farmer out of him & pretty much as
last resort sent him to Park College from whence he went on scholarship to Princeton to
teach under President Woodrow Wilson (Latin) & then to Theology School in Berkeley,
& then (after picking up Nan just graduating from Park College) on to Chile just in time
for my mother to be born there in 1896.
He looked into all this stuff & some of it must be in Who’s Who—I haven’t found
an old (pre-1942 issue that would list him) but he was proud of being eligible for some of
the Revolution, FFV [First Families of Virginia], etc. although I’m not sure he ever
joined.
There are still stacks of Brownings in Culpepper, Va. When I used to drive down
to see Jeri it gave it gave me a real thrill. Lots of Browning signs. No doubt we could
straighten this all out.
Caleb b. 1734 served in the Revolutionary War & the family history is that he was
an aide-de-Camp to Washington. There is conflicting evidence at this point, so I don’t
know whether he is collateral [?] or ancestor. I’ll have to find Elsie’s notes someday.
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Anyway, it is an interesting family, & an interesting heritage for you to put beside your
Cole relatives who were doing the same kind of things in New England.

Mom’s Letter to Me, November 27, 1983:
Dear Bets,
When I was with you last Spring I tried to tell you some of this, but it was
skimpy. You were so perceptive to ask for your Female Heritage, because I found that it
was just what I wanted to give you. I have added a few pages to Nan’s loving account,
and there is lots more. But how does one fill in all the gaps?
I was very moved by Nan’s account, and send it to you herewith. The pictures
were me that she chose, and there are a few more to hold for Julia. [Note that “Julia” was
still two-plus years away.]
I have had the happy experience of being knitted into the fabric of life by reaching
forward to you, my dearest daughter, and back into the past to my grandmother and back
two generations before that.
Thank you for that, my darling and for being my daughter,
Your loving mother,
PCF
“Grandmother” Davidson:

b. c. 1830, Wales

Mary Anne Davidson:

b. c. 1850 Youngstown, Ohio

Hallie May (Nan) Riley Browning:

b. c. 1873 Parkville, Missouri

Alice Davidson Browning Crew

b. 1896 Santiago, Chile
d. 1919 Montevideo, Uruguay

Alice Patricia Crew Fleming

b. 1919 Montevideo, Uruguay
d. 1984 Wilmington, Delaware

Elizabeth Chandler Fleming Kittle:

b. 1950 Parkville, Missouri

[Julia Patricia Kittle:

b. 1985 Chicago, Illinois]

My grandmother, Hallie May Riley Browning, was born in Parkville, Missouri, in
1873 on October 29th. Her mother’s name was Mary Anne Davidson, and she was born
in Youngstown, Ohio in the early 1850s. Her parents moved to Parkville in her early
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childhood & moved next door to the Riley’s
farm.

Both farms are now part of the

campus of Park College.

Mary Anne (I

think that was her name—Nan never told
me much about her) & Tom Riley were
married in Parkville c. 1872 and in 1876
went west to California to the gold fields to
make their fortune.
Tom Riley was a handsome, high
spirited young man, and Mary Anne was “a
beauty.” They took the train west, and Nan
remembers being carried by her father on
his shoulders from the end of the Eastern
branch of the railroad to the beginning of

Figure 7: On the back of the photo it says,
"To my Darling Hallie, from Mamma."

the Western—the tracks were not completed
across the Rockies.10

In San Francisco

things went poorly for the young couple and Mary Anne went off in the first year or so,
leaving “Nan” with her distracted father. (She is said to have fallen in love with a
wealthy gold-rush man from Seattle. What happened to him is not known. Twenty-five
years later, Nan got a pitiful plea from her for help, and as far as I know, my grandfather
(against his will & better judgment) sent her a monthly check out of his small earnings
for the rest of her life, and she lived to be 90! To make up for this Nan spent next to on
nothing on herself & economized on clothes & books etc. The only thing she would
never skimp was music, (& perhaps, me?).11
Tom Riley sent for his wife’s mother who was by then a widow, “Grandmother
Davidson,” whom I know only by this name. In 1879 or 1880, she went west from
Parkville to look after her orphaned granddaughter. “Grandmother Davidson” was Welsh
and had raised a bunch of dark-haired singing Welshmen who were Nan’s uncles. I know
10

My mother’s dates are off a little. The “Golden Spike” ceremony happened on May 10, 1869, at
Promontory Summit, Utah Territory. Perhaps there were other incomplete railroad lines?
http://www.nps.gov/gosp/historyculture/upload/Spikes.pdf
11
In a November 9, 1940, letter, Webster told my mother that “Nannie’s mother” died in Seattle,
Washington. Now that really was a long, long life!
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her only slightly, thru Nan’s occasional comments. She was tough and probably not very
tender. She smoked a pipe and endured with her son-in-law, a life in the mining camps
of California and Idaho.
Nan remembered such names as Red-Dog, & U-Bet, and once recognized Sun
Valley, Idaho, as the valley in which she “snow-shoed” to school everyday.
Tom Riley was not very lucky, & he
took to drink somewhere along the line. In
1890 he sold a small gold mine for $500 and
sent Nan back to his brother-in-law Milton
Davidson who was living in Parkville &
offered board & lodging to his niece. (The
wedding-ring I wear came from a gold
nugget from that same mine.) Nan lived
with

“Uncle

Milt”

up

on

the

Hill

overlooking the Park College Campus. He
had married a good woman by the name of
Summers, & I found their house on
Summers Street. Nan lived with them &
went to Park College where she sang her
heart out in every choir, cantata, operetta
that came along.

Figure 8: Earl (?) and Webster Browning

She also met there Webster Browning, a Kansas farm kid who

graduated from Park in 1892.
Webster Browning was the last child of his father’s third marriage. His father
was born in Virginia in 1800 and had gone west with his first family in 1835 or 6 (went
west with Daniel Boone, according to legend). Webster’s father Caleb Browning came
from a large, land-holding family in Virginia. I think he was born in Culpepper, VA, in
Orange Co. There are still many Brownings in that town.12
12

The Westminster Adult Bible Class, May 1937 reports: “Our Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions has
in one of its secretaries the grandson of a Scotsman who served under Washington at the Battle of
Yorktown, where Cornwallis surrendered his army! From the “Memorial Minute,” April 20, 1942 of the
Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church: “[Webster] was the fourth in descent from Scottish
pioneers who first settled in Culpepper County, Virginia. His father and his family were friends with the
Lincolns, the Fentons and the Boones.”
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Caleb went first to Tennessee and then after the death of his first wife, moved to
Illinois where he married & raised a second family. The family was well-connected in
Illinois, & one of his cousins helped Lincoln’s political career.
From Illinois Caleb went to Kansas picking up a third wife, another Mary Anne in
Sweet Springs, Mo. She was in her late teens or early twenties. After the birth of her
only child Webster, the family moved to Chase, Kansas (four of them, for there was an
older child Earl Browning (?) who was about ten years older than WEB, as everyone
called him). Caleb built a sod house for his bride & baby, but she couldn’t stand it for
long and she disappeared when my grandfather was about three years old

Figure 9: Webster between two friends, Sam and John. “The
Triumvirate.”

[To my brother Dan she wrote: “Mary Anne Akers must have gone crazy in that
setting. She was very young, 21 or 22 when Pop was born, married to a 68 year old man
with a step-son about 8 years old and an infant.”] I think he was born in 1868 or 9. His
father died almost immediately, and a kind family by the name of Foote adopted the two
boys and raised them to be farmers.
Webster adapted very poorly to the life of a farmer. He hated it! [To Dan she
wrote: “It was clear from the beginning that he was no farmer. At an early age he was
reciting long passages at church suppers and such. One that I remember and that he
taught me was as follows:
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You would scarce expect, one of my age,
To speak in public on the stage
If I should chance to fall below,
Demosthenes or Cicero,
Don’t view me with a critic’s eye
But pass my imperfections by.

Figure 30: Webster reciting…

He wowed them in Chase with this when he was about 4 or 5. He just missed
winning a state-wide spelling bee because the judges picked the trick word “Styx” in
order to let a “mere girl,” favored by a local judge win.]
Webster was very absent-minded. He read books when he was supposed to be
plowing [and he] told story after story to me as a child, and it was clear that the Footes
loved him but could not understand him. Their older daughter Alice raised him & stood
up for him. He had an incredible memory & soon won all the local spelling matches.
Finally some visiting preacher suggested that the Footes might better send him to Park
College, which they thankfully did. They gave him $50—a large sum for a farmer
family. His “sister” Alice packed him a special shoe box lunch with hot house grapes—a
real luxury, which he absent mindedly left on the train!! And he went off to college.
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Figure 11 & 12: Nan’s top photo was taken by Wm
Shews on 115 Kearny St., San Francisco. My
mother has written, “Probably 1878.” Below is a
young Nan, photo taken in Kansas City, June 22,
1888.
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Figure 13 & 14: The Brownings: Courtship and Marriage
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In 1892, my grandfather went off to Princeton University, due to the kindness of
Dr. Cleland McAfee.13 There he studied Greek & Latin, tutored students under Woodrow
Wilson, and laid brick for some of the Princeton University buildings—a skill that helped
put him thru Park College. At Park College he helped to build MacKay Hall during his
student years. He got a second B.A. from Princeton in 1894, and then went to Divinity
School in Berkeley, California.
In the Westminster Adult Bible Class, May 1937, Webster is quoted as saying:
As a member of the famous Park College Family, I worked with my hands
three hours each day, thus managing to pay much of my expenses. I was taught how
to lay brick and stone. For how many of the buildings at the college I handled bricks!
During the summer I used to work side by side with bricklayers from Kansas City,
who earned five or six dollars a day. The pay received thus enabled me to save a little
for the expenses of the next year (269).

Figure 14: Park College, Men's Dormitory. (This photo was tucked away in one of my mother’s
loose-leaf cookbooks.)
13

Cleland McAfee (1866-1944) was one of five sons of the founder of Park College, Dr. John A. McAfee.
He graduated from Park College in 1884 and from Union Theological Seminary in 1887. A professor of
philosophy at Park for almost 20 years, he served on the faculty, and as college chaplain and choir director.
He was also on the faculty at McCormick Theological Seminary in Chicago (1912-30), and directed the
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions (1930-36). He is best known for writing the hymn “Near to the
Heart of God.” His daughter was Mildred H. McAfee who was appointed to the rank of LieutenantCommander, becoming the first woman to be commissioned as an officer in the United States Navy. She
went on to become the President of Wellesley College.
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Figures 15, 17 & 18: Park College Commencement Brochures: Webster was the Salutatorian in 1891;
Hallie May was listed as being from Rocky Bar, Idaho, in 1894.
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From Webster’s “Memorial Minute”: “His academic record was characterized
throughout his career by industry, celerity, and distinction. He completed the fouryear course at Park College in three years; the three-year course at San Francisco
Seminary in two years and . . . he secured a second B.A. at Princeton in one year; he
was an instructor of Latin at Princeton for one year.” In the Westminster Adult Bible
Class, May 1937: [In 1895 he] accepted an invitation to return to Princeton as
instructor in Latin. That was work he delighted in, for he liked to teach. But when he
realized that there were four or five men between him and a professorship, which
would make marriage imprudent, he chose the “lady” rather than the “tiger” [the
Princeton tiger?], [and] was married to Hallie May Riley. (269)

Figure 19: Hallie May and Webster's Wedding Announcement;
Webster was Pastor of the Presbyterian Church in Garden
City, Kansas, from 1895 to 1896.
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I’m not sure when Hallie May Riley & Webster Browning first met, but my
grandfather always said that her beautiful blue eyes and her voice attracted him
immediately. She was no beauty, but she could sing!
In 1895 he came back to Parkville and the two were married right after graduation
for Nan. They left almost immediately for new assignments in the mission field—two
dedicated young people who felt that they owed their education to the Presbyterian
Church, and should pay it back by teaching in a mission school.
In the Westminster Adult Bible Class, May 1937: Webster was quoted as saying:
That was an interesting voyage. Our journey to Panama was on a boat so old that the roof of
our cabin leaked. And on the other side of the Isthmus we took another boat that was equally
old and unseaworthy. What a contrast to the easy journey of to-day, by a palatial Grace liner
that goes through the Canal and down the West Coast at express speed! Formerly it was a
journey of at least thirty days; now it is easily done in eighteen. (269)
As you know they went to Santiago, Chile, to the Instituto Inglés where my
mother, Alice Davidson Browning was born almost exactly a year later, on July 15, 1896.
Poor Nan. I asked her once about contraceptives in her generation. She told me she went
to the Park College nurse—she was no dummy!—but the nurse could tell her nothing.
“Turn your face to the wall,” was her only advice.
My mother was a voluptuous woman with a strong sexual appetite. Her post-WWI
generation tried to break from prudish Victorian morals of their parents and grandparents, and
she had an opportunity to speak in that regard at the Woman’s Centennial Congress held in
New York City, November 25-27, 1940, the year she and my father were married. This
conference was chaired by Eleanor Roosevelt and among the other delegates were Pearl S.
Buck and Dr. Margaret Mead. My mother’s presentation was entitled: “They Demanded a
Single and Higher Standard of Morals in 1840.” After citing several studies by Louis Terman
(1938) and one in particular by Dorothy Bromley and Florence Britten in Life Magazine
(1939), my mother reports that “one-half of the men and one-fourth of the women among
juniors and seniors of forty-six representative colleges and universities have had a sexual
experience.” With these statistics in mind, she writes:
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In interpreting these facts, we must note three important currents in our
recent society: First that there is almost hysterical determination on the part
of women . . . to establish their equality with men in the matter of sex
conduct.

Secondly, that there has grown a deeper appreciation of the

function of sex in normal life, and a corresponding acknowledgment that sex
cannot be treated as an isolated factor of human existence. And thirdly, that
. . . there is clearly evident a new important note of personal integrity. The
restraint upon sexual expression today arises more from common sense
judgment and voluntary discipline for future values, than from fear of
pregnancy and social censure, or from emotional inhibition. (105-107).
See also my mother’s remarks when Nan tells of Alice’s baby announcement, in October
1918. In the October 22, 1919, letter in Part 4, Alice tells her mother that she is pregnant
and not to tell anyone because she is afraid everyone “will gossip their heads off!” My
mother, however, had a different perspective on the subject and was delighted to have
been conceived during a moment of pure passion. She also had me on birth control pills
in 1966, as soon as she thought I was sexually active!
Medical help was very primitive in Chile and my grandmother had a difficult
birth with Alice. The mid-wife could not dislodge the placenta. My grandfather rode a
horse into town and got hold of the only German doctor available who rode back with
him, & plunged his unwashed hand up Nan’s body. What a rugged body she must have
had—no infection & all was well. Elsie was born 4 years later in 1900, and that was it.
I always felt sorry for Elsie. She always played second-fiddle to my mother, and
when I came along she played second fiddle to me. I have a bunch of little notes that my
grandfather exchanged daily with “His Little Sweetheart Alice”—there is no doubt at all
that, in Jungian terms, she carried his anima.
The years in Chile were rich and difficult. The school was demanding & Nan ran
her home, raised her daughters, taught classes, and ran the dormitory. At times staying
up night after night with sick children in the infirmary. But I heard early that Chile was
“home” a beautiful country filled with fruit & flowers and loving people. In Nan’s mind,
they should never have left.
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Part 2:
The Journal by
Hallie May (Nan) Browning of Patricia Crew Fleming
(Written: 1944-1947)
(Transcribed by Betsy Fleming Kittle, 2010)

Figure 21: Nan holding Patsy at about 6 weeks.
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Figure 6: Nan Browning, ca 1936-1940.

Figures 22: Introduction to Nan’s journal with my mother’s writing above; Page 1.
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This brief story of the early years of my beloved granddaughter, Alice Patricia
Crew, née Fleming, is being written at the urgent and oft-repeated request of her husband,
Edward McClung Fleming—“Mac” to us, his family. {Begun on North Beach on
Chesapeake Bay, July 23, 1944.}
As I am the only one now living who was with her most continuously during the
first seven or eight years of her life, I must no longer postpone this request and the
promise I made him to comply. When I am gone there will be no one who knows or can
tell the story. Her own father, Malcolm, was away from her for months at a time, and her
Aunt Elsie Browning Berg was away from the home for two long periods. Many times I
shall find myself wishing I had kept a diary, for the passing years have dimmed some of
my memories and I may err, occasionally, in dates. Since Pat knows little or nothing of
the courtship and marriage of her parents, I am going back to 1912, the year they met for
the first time, and recall some of the events of those years in Santiago, Chile, where Alice
was born, July 15, 1896.

Figure 24: Nan, Alice, and Webster (ca. 1899?)
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Alice Browning Crew: 1896-1919

Figures 25 & 26: Alice Browning (ca. 1899?)
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Figures 27 & 28: Top series: Nan with Alice; Bottom series: Alice about 3 years old.
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A Story by Alice, January 6, 1908 (Mix of English & Spanish)

Letters Dated June 7, 1918 to May 4, 1919:
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We, the four
Brownings, were living
in the Instituto Inglés, a
boy’s boarding school,
under the Presbyterian
Board. In 1896 (June
1st) we had arrived in
Santiago, where
Webster was appointed
Figure 29: Senoritas [flower-buds] Alice y Elsie Browning (1906?)

as teacher of English.
Two years later, in

March of 1898, he was appointed Director (Principal) of the school, and we moved into
the building we lived for the rest of our stay in Chile.

Figure 30: The Instituto Inglés. The Browning’s apartments are in the first
floor of the wing at the left.
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From Webster Browning’s Obituary, the Bureau of Publicity, the Board of Missions of
the Presbyterian Church, N.Y. C., April 16, 1942:
[In Santiago, Chile] he served for twenty years as head of the Instituto Inglés, the most
important mission school for boys in Chile. He reorganized it along modern lines of study.
The sons of national leaders of Chile and Bolivia began to attend it. The unusual success of
the school attracted the attention of the Chilean government, and the Minister of Public
Instruction visited with the President to inspect methods and equipment.

The Bolivian

government later offered Dr. Browning the complete control of its school for a term of years
with an appreciable increase in salary [five times] over that of a missionary, but the offer was
not accepted.

In 1912 we were due for our second
furlough and planning to leave early in the year.
A number of little “farewell” parties were given
for our girls; but, unfortunately, Elsie was ill with
a mild attack of typhoid and only Alice was able
to attend them. One such party was given by her
friend Elizabeth Lester, daughter of the minister
of our Union Church, where we all attended
church, and our girls were members.14

Figure 32: Malcolm Crew

14

Elsie seemed to be a sickly child throughout her early life. In 1914, an ear ache prevented her from
going to Gladys’s wedding which Webster had officiated; in 1918, Alice asks how she is recovering from
the flu; Elsie had throat surgery twice while at Wells College and did not return to graduate because the
“climate of Aurora was hard on her.”
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On her return from this
particular party, Alice told me of her
meeting “such a nice young
Englishman,” recently arrived in
Santiago and employed by the firm
of J. W. Hardy—stationer, and
importer of silver, novelties, etcetera,
etcetera. As a souvenir of the party
she brought home the paper napkin
on which was inscribed his name—
“M. R. Crew”—in that wonderful &
Figure 33: Malcolm Crew. Who could resist?

unique chirography of his.

I believe they saw each other once or
twice after that, but none of the rest of our family
saw him until the night we boarded the train for
Los Andes, en route to Argentina, Europe, and
the U.S.A.—March 30th. Malcolm, among the
many friends who came to see us off, was there
with gifts of chocolates and magazines. (I can
see his charming smile, even now, as he looked
up at us through the train window!) The gifts
Figure 34: Malcolm Crew (ca. 1913?)
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were presented to us as a family, but we knew they were for Alice. They did not write to
each other during the months we were away from Chile, and did not see each other again
until May or June of the following year—1912. {1913?}
Now I shall leave them for a while to tell of the events of that year—a wonderful
time for all of us! Elsie improved to such a degree that her doctor said we might carry
out our plans, so according to schedule we left Santiago on March 30th, and after a
marvelous trip across the Andes, followed by a hot, uncomfortable one over the
Argentine pampas, in which we literally ate dust, we reached the great city of Buenos
Aires. After a few days in a comfortable hotel, during which we had our first ride in an
automobile (out to Palermo Park)15 we took an hour’s train ride to the port of La Plate
where we boarded the “Highland Corrie” of the Nelson Line for London. What a happy
voyage it was! There were only some ninety passengers, with a handful in the 2nd class;
all of them (barring a few questionable Americans!) fine English men and women, out for
a trip home. We made few stops; one in Montevideo to coal, and a later one in the
Canary Islands (Las Palmas) for the same purpose. We went on shore for breakfast and
to get away from the coal dust. (It was about this time that we received word of the tragic
loss of the “Titanic”—on April 14th.)
[See Addendum V: “Icebergs,” by John and Julia Cole’s 1899 "Notes of Travel,"
which describes their encounter with these frightening natural wonders. “The sea is full
of floating masses of ice. They surround our ship like animals of many fantastic
shapes.”]

15

This could be the “Palermo Park” photo I have included in Alice’s April 8, 1919, letter, but I don’t think
so.
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Four years earlier, Julia Cole describes the re-coaling of their steamship at their
October 27, 1908, stop in Port Said, Egypt, in her travelogue “Around the World"
September 6, 1908-April 4, 1909:
In daylight it would be fun [to go ashore]. Now come the twinkling lights
along the shore and from a tower not far away comes the gleam of a
searchlight. Every window is closed on our ship, every carpet is covered or
raised and all the entrances are barricaded. The coalers have come and by the
light of great torches the black coolies scramble and shout as they heave the
coal baskets up both sides of the ship.
We should go frantic if the noise was near our stateroom but we are so far
away that we sleep in peace all night. The great cranes are hoisting freight all
night, tons of mail and huge boxes designed for central Africa. The stewards
have a hard time in port for they are attending to the ships laundry and storing
of ice and provisions for the voyage. They all look very tired at breakfast
time but we are now well on our way. (14)

We made several good friends on this voyage—notably Mr. & Mrs. Deakin who
were later neighbors to Alice & Malcolm in Buenos Aires that year of their marriage.16
We had much music, to which we Browning girls contributed a goodly share. Alice was
a good accompanist and was in great demand, and Elsie was already playing violin pretty
well. (I had almost forgotten that a 5th person joined our family: a certain Dolly Patterson
visiting from Canada—her father in Valparaiso, was in our care. She was going to
England to meet the family of her fiancé, and was soon to be married. I must tell you this
story one day! It was a glad day when we turned her over to her friends!)

16

Alice mentions the Deakins quite frequently in her letters; her first mention is on July 20, 1918, when she
realizes that they all live in the same neighborhood in Buenos Aires. In her November 4, 1918, letter Alice
mentions a Mr. Donaldson and his family who were also on that same Atlantic crossing, and on November
23, 1918, she mentions that she saw a Mr. Cawlishaw who was also on the voyage.
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We landed on Tilbury docks, after a wild, rough night, coming through the
Channel on the morning of April 27th, and were taken to London at once in the Strand
Palace Hotel, on Trafalgar Square. We found lovely rooms, and stayed there some 8 or
10 days while we did the historical points we had heard and dreamed of for years. From
London we crossed to Paris for another ten days, then went on through Holland, Belgium,
and into Germany. (The most significant sight there, perhaps, was the drilling of German
troops, doing the goose-step as they passed the Kaiser.)17 A rough passage across the
North Sea and 36 hours of seasickness for all of us, brought us to Leith and Edinburgh,
then in a delightful trip through the Trassocks [?] by “break” and a boat trip on Lock
Lommond [?] we came to Glasgow. Back to London and through Agrshire, we came to
Leamington in the Shakespeare Country, and visited the historic spots there, including
Warwick Castle—dreams fulfilled!
On June 15th, Elsie’s 12th birthday, we took the S.S. “Campania,” in Liverpool for
New York. What a ghastly voyage we had for the first half of that 10-day trip: cold,
windy, rough—so rough we had to keep our port-holes closed and then nearly stifled!—
and all horribly sea-sick. (It is interesting to note that the “Campania,” the “Highland
Corrie,” and other ships on which we had travelled on earlier voyages, all went to the
bottom in World War I—so soon after we returned to Chile.) Before going West we had
several days in New York, Philadelphia, Washington, and Fairmont, West Virginia. The
last names, the home of our dearest friend, the Mayers—Aunt Edge, Uncle Bidge,
Shirley, Eleanor and George & Elizabeth.

17

Meanwhile, the Germans were already teaching their military knowhow to the Argentines, a fact that
would almost change the balance of power in South America in the years to come.
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In Kansas City we spent several hot days in July with my Aunt Mollie Davidson,
widow of my mother’s oldest brother—Uncle Milt (John Milton) whose house had been
mine with I first went to Parkville, in December of 1887, and at several different times in
the following years while I was in Park College. (While the latter part of this story was
being written, word had come that Mac and Pat, with their two little boys, are to go to
Park College, where Mac is to be Dean!)
From Kansas City we went on to Lyons, Kansas, to visit the Foote family, in
whose house Webster lived
following the death of his
father. {Margin Note: From
the early [18]80s until 1891
when he graduated from
Park.} This family consisted
of Father & Mother Foote
and their daughter Alice—
still living and unmarried, in
Colorado Springs. Two older

Figures 35 & 36: Alice and Elsie (left, in Santiago) and in
Wooster, Ohio, 1913.

daughters, Frances &
Henrietta, have been gone for a number of years.
We also visited several days in the home of Webster’s half-brother, Jesse. Since
then, he has died. Earlier he had lost his wife and a fine son, Orville. Earl Browning, his
surviving son, lives in Chase, Kansas, with his wife Olive & two girls. Older children are
married. We came to Wooster, Ohio, about the 3rd of September. Our decision to spend
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the school year in his lovely little city was
influenced by the fact that several houses owned
by the college were available for missionaries on
furlough, at a moderate rate.18 Among the several
possibilities, we chose the old Kanke House
because of its spaciousness, as xxx. It was an old
farm-house and was once an “underground
station,” we have been told. Set back from the
street and surrounded by grand old trees, we
loved it and enjoyed our 7-month stay there.
Many of our friends came to see us and stayed,
some of them, for weeks. Alice had some classes
in the Preparatory School (long since abolished)
with English & French in Freshman Class. She became a member of the choir and she
and I joined the Oratorio Society which we enjoyed immensely. She took piano lessons
in the Conservatory, and I had voice lessons and a course in Hymnology.
Elsie entered 7th Grade in the public school & took violin lessons in the
Conservatory (from a Cleveland man who usually slept during the lesson). Up to the
time we left Chile, both girls had had piano and violin, but the head of the Conservatory
18

DJ Fleming graduated from the College of Wooster in 1898 and Nan and Webster lived their retirement
there (1938-1942). From the College of Wooster Webpage: “An unusually high percentage of Wooster’s
early graduates went overseas as missionaries, and soon not only their sons and daughters, but also the
students from their schools were enrolling at Wooster as students. There were special houses for these
students where every occupant spoke two or three languages and where friendships developed among
students from Asia, Africa, and Latin America. This international presence affected the entire campus,
establishing a tradition that continues to influence the College. Today approximately five percent of the
student body is international in origin, representing more than 30 different countries .”
<http://www.wooster.edu/About-Wooster/History-Traditions> (July 2011)
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advised against their continuing both so Alice dropped violin and Elsie, piano.
Diagonally across the street from us lived Mrs. Jessie Boynton, and her three girls, the
youngest of whom was Marcia, a few months younger than Elsie. She, too, was in the 7th
Grade, and there began a friendship that has lasted even to the present time—1944.
Altogether it was a pleasant and profitable year and we made many friends: there
were concerts and lectures and many of the things we did not have in Chile. We three
girls would have loved to stay on in Wooster, but urgent calls came from members of the
Mission asking that Webster return to the Instituto [Inglés in Santiago]. So about the
middle of April we left Wooster, and in a short time were again on shipboard travelling to
the Canal Zone, on board the S.S. Panama. We had several days in Panama while
waiting for the passage southward. The Canal was under construction, but the engineers
were having their difficulties with the famous Gold Hill—it kept caving in! And
Goethals was having many headaches. But he finally won out. About 100 members of
the Boston Chamber of Commerce travelled with us from Panama to Callao. We found
the S.S. Oriana in Callao Bay about to start south, so we instead of landing & visiting
Lima, we trans-shipped [?] from the Guatemala to the English Oriana and saved
ourselves some four days. Landing in Valparaiso we lost no time in getting up to
Santiago where we were welcomed by many students and friends and were soon settled
in our old quarters. The girls went back to Santiago College, Alice to the Junior Class,
Elsie to Freshman. Webster and I took up our old duties and were soon back in our old
grooves.
Alice had only one classmate: a Peruvian girl, as different from Alice as could be
imagined: short & stout with dark hair & eyes and an atrocious temper! Alice was tall &
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slender, with blue eyes, thick fair hair and long enough to sit upon! (The War-time
fashion had not yet come into vogue. Woman’s hair was still her glory!) Do you know
Tennyson’s lines?
“A daughter of the gods, divinely tall and most divinely fair”?
They suited her most aptly.

Figure 38: From Uncle Mike’s Clan of Crew: “Family of Jesse and Minnie Beattie Crew. Back
row: Grandmother Minnie, Jessie, Mr. Seddon, a friend and Grandfather Jesse. Front row:
Frank, Malcolm, George, Gladys, Harold Charlesworth, her fiancé, holding Henry. Douglas
was either not present or taking the picture. Andrew, who never returned to Chile after school,
was not present. This photograph was taken in Valparaíso ca 1910.” (12)

During our absence, the Crew family had moved to Santiago from Concepcion, I
believe. They had taken a large home, needed for a large family. Besides the six sons
and two daughters, Mrs. Crew had a way of gathering homeless young men into the home
where they were like members of the family. (Gladys, the eldest was engaged, but was
not married until the following year.) Frank was next to her in years, then came
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Malcolm, Douglas, George, Andy, and Henry. Jessie belongs between Douglas &
George, I believe.
Here is an interesting sidelight on this family: for the first time in their lives, and
then for less than two years, that unbroken group was all together for the first and only
time in their lives! Like the Britons in India, the Crews had sent, or taken one group
home to England, returned to Chile, then back to England with others. When we first
knew them, all except Henry had been in England. When Gladys married in June of
1914, she broke the circle—and went to
live in Lima, Peru. (Malcolm was the
next, but that comes later in our story.) (I
have a fine large picture of Gladys’s
wedding taken in their drawing room.
Webster performed the ceremony. This
will belong to Pat whenever she wants it.
All of the Crews are in it; also the
Brownings, less Elsie, who was ill at
Figure 39: Alice. Photo taken in Santiago.

home, suffering from a bad ear!)—Now I

must go back, for I have digressed, thus getting ahead of my story.
Very shortly after we had dropped back into our old life, a second step was taken
in the Alice-Malcolm friendship. He came to call one Sunday afternoon, spent a couple
of hours chatting with all of us by our open fire in the study. We found him a very
pleasant young man. Social life in Santiago in those days was very tame, judged by that
of these days. [Written in 1944.] Our English & American colonies were small and our
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young people mostly born in the country were
friends, regardless of nationality—we,
ourselves had more British than American
friends. We kept open house two Mondays in
each month, and we went often to the Crews
or McEwens [?] or Williams’ where our
young folks danced or played games--& made
love. It was the custom, too, for me or both
parents to accompany the girls on those social
outings. So we saw these budding romances.
Our girls, being daughters of missionaries, did
Figure 40: Alice and Malcolm in Santiago
about 1915 or 1916

not dance. (What a scandal their dancing

would have caused!) But there was much music—most of the crowd could do something
in a musical way—and good times. Remember, there were few movies, no automobiles,
no radio. An occasional play or concert, with local talent made up our entertainment. In
summer, and on holidays, there were picnics, and we went to all the surrounding spots
which we could reach by trolley, break, or our “shanks ponies.”19
Union Church, under Dr. Lester’s ministry was a great social center. I led the
choir for twelve years. Alice & Elsie & I sang in it. And for sometime before Malcolm
appeared and took over, Alice played the organ. Each Winter we put on concerts, plays,
and lectures, using visiting talent when available; and where it was lacking we did other

19

“Shanks's pony used humorously to refer to one's own legs and the action of walking as a means of
conveyance.” Elizabeth Knowles. "Shanks's pony." The Oxford Dictionary of Phrase and Fable. 2006.
Encyclopedia.com. 23 Nov. 2010 <http://www.encyclopedia.com>.
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things ourselves. After our return from the States, we acquired a new Steinway and Alice
settled down to piano lessons: first with a fine Italian teacher and later with Adolfo
Allende, a young teacher in our school. (I always thought Malcolm was just a bit jealous
of Adolofito, as we used to call him; he wrote for her a lovely little piece and dedicated it
to her.) {Margin Note: When he gave it to her, shyly, he said it was “su reteato!” (Your
portrait)}
She never cared to perform solos but she did once, perform one of our
Commencement programmes, with a small orchestral accompaniment. She did the 2nd
movement of Chopin’s Piano Concerto, No 1. But she was an excellent accompanist and
was much in demand.
One night, after Alice & Malcolm had known each other for more than a year,
Webster came down from his study where he & Malcolm had been together. His face
was very grave. “Well, it’s come!” he said. “Malcolm has asked for our daughter!” We
both knew it was coming, but it was a blow,
nevertheless. I guess I shed some tears!
Webster had told him that they would have
to wait awhile, until she finished High
School, at least, and until she was a bit
older; she was then only just past eighteen.
(Alice had been offered a scholarship at
Wells College, but she turned it down—with
Figure 41: Alice at Graduation (1914)

Malcolm in mind, of course.).
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In December of that year Alice graduated and won the Ligation Prize for the best
essay in the Junior & Senior Class, a medal which I hope Malcolm has, if Pat hasn’t it.
[Editors note: My mother added the charm to a bracelet which includes a metal of honor
given to Daniel J. Fleming “For gallantry in rescuing life Darjeeling” India, 1899, and an
award given to Webster Browning for ten years of service in Buenos Aires. Bracelet is in
my collection.]

A very few days after this event she came to me asking if we would not now allow her to
be engaged her father having said she must wait until after her graduation! Now she had
graduated! “Yes,” her father said, “but I expected you to wait at least fifteen minutes.”
(A favorite measure of time with him.) Well! A few weeks later the ring came &
Malcolm brought it to show to her and to us. What could we do? We, poor weak
parents, gave our consent! (1915)
So, on Sunday, February 14th St. Valentine’s the Crew family came over to us; we
embraced and kissed all round—and they were engaged! So that year Alice took over the
care of our rooms—we had a man to care for the dining-room & to serve our meals—and
thus began a preparation for house-keeping. For a time she went five afternoons a week
to speak English with a little girl whose American mother was married to a Chilean &
feared the child would not grow up speaking English. (This was Adelaide Ramos, whose
sister Evelyn became Pat’s friend, years later, in Santiago College.) Once when we were
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short of teachers she took some classes in the primary department, but she was not very
fond of teaching.
In January of 1916 the first Congress on Christian Work in Latin America took
place in Panama. Webster went to it as a delegate, with others from Chile, and was gone
until March. Having done a fine piece of work on reports for the Committee on
Education and because he served so efficiently as an interpreter, Dr. Halsey, head of the
Congress, asked Webster to continue with them until all the local meetings should be
over; this meant his going on from Santiago to Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and Rio de
Janeiro. This his did, so was not home again until near the middle of April.
Consequently, Merrill Wolfe, with help from the rest of the staff, opened school in
March. The final outcome of this was Webster’s appointment as Educational Secretary
of the C.C.L.A for all Latin America and our eventual move to Montevideo, Uruguay.
(This word came by cable near the end of 1916.)
Of course, the bitter part of this whole thing was the separation of our turtledoves: we just could not allow them to be married quite yet—nothing was ready. So we
made ready for the move as soon as Commencement was over in December. We sold
off, at auction, most of our house-hold, the accumulation of twenty years, and at
considerable sacrifice. We never again were able to replace some of the really good
pieces of furniture obtained in part, from second-hand shops. {Margin Note: Elsie had
graduated from Santiago, Dec. 1916.} The piano, our beautiful Steinway, went back to
the original dealer. World War I was on, so no boats went eastward through the Straits of
Magellan, to carry our goods. Rates across the Andes were prohibitive so, taking only
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our personal belongings, some books, after drastic weeding out bedding & a few pictures,
we let all the rest go.
From my mother’s November 27, 1983, letter, she writes,
The years in Chile were rich and difficult. The school was demanding & Nan ran her
home, raised her daughters, taught classes, and ran the dormitory. At times staying up
night after night with sick children in the infirmary. But I heard early that Chile was
“home” a beautiful country filled with fruit & flowers and loving people. In Nan’s mind,
they should never have left.
Information from Percy Alvin Martin’s Latin America and the War (1925):
Of the twenty Latin American republics, eight eventually declared war on
Germany (including Brazil and Cuba), five severed relations (including Peru and
Uruguay) and seven remained neutral (including Mexico, Argentina and Chile). Percy
Martin writes that of the “four countries of most consequence in the comity of Latin
American powers, three studiously remained aloof from the struggle” (2).
In practice, the existing rules of international law regarding neutrals “often proved
to be both inadequate and inapplicable” (19), but as early as December of 1914, Chile
tried to limit the provision of coal to belligerent ships. “As the struggle wore on,” he
writes, “neutrality did not mean indifference to, or a lack of sympathy for, the cause of
liberty and democracy” (29). It was just complicated, and not always were the goals and
purposes of the Colossus of the North “chastened and aims worthy” (25).
However, despite German infiltration into South America (Martin calls it
“intellectual penetration”), Pan Americanism or Continental Solidarity won out. This was
a belief in democracy over autocracy, recourse to law rather than force, and cooperation
toward common solutions of territorial integrity (18-19). The ties to Entente powers were
strong and practically all men who were within military age returned to Europe to fight—
6,000 Englishmen from Argentina alone (18).
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Although Uruguay had been accustomed to act in harmony with Argentina in
international affairs, on October 7, 1917, she officially revoked her neutrality
legislation on the grounds of continental solidarity and broke relations with
Germany, seizing eight German boats in Uruguayan harbors” (Healy 310).
The so-called ABC powers aligned themselves like this:
Argentina, although put in compromising positions by the public blunderings of
the dim-witted German ambassador, Karl von Luxburg, somehow managed to
maintain neutrality.
Brazil was the only South American country to declare war on Germany. At the
end of May 1917, thirty German ships were seized in Brazilian ports. (Healy 299).
Chile had little reason to join Brazil and the United States in abandoning
neutrality; unlike those Atlantic powers, Chile had no grievance with Germany.
Still, Chilean ships were being sunk and there was a fragile balance on the high
seas.

Figure 42: Park College Alumni in Chile. Nan and Webster are seated in the center, ca 1916.
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We left Santiago on the last night of February. Dr. Lester, Eugene Idol, one of
our teachers, and Malcolm accompanied us on the first lap of our journey as far as Los
Andes, spent the night, and saw us off on the narrow-gauge line that would carry us
across the mountains to Mendoza, Argentina. Poor dear children! It was a terrible
wrench for them, not knowing when they would again see each other! The trip, in spite
of our sadness of farewells, was a pleasant one. After a night in Mendoza & a trip up to
see the famous San Martin Statue, as well as the earthquake ruins, still standing through
many decades, we went to Buenos Aires, over the dust of the Argentine pampas. Next
day we crossed the Rio de la Plata to Montevideo. Not a soul met us; the one person we
knew in the city (Gertrude Newman) missed us on her way to the dock. We went to the
North American Academy, a Methodist School for boys, and were received by Mr. Henry
A. Holmes in his courtly and hospitable manner. Mrs. Holmes was in the British
Hospital, young Wilbur having just arrived! With the help of Mrs. Conard, we found a
house on that very day—February 5th and the key was in our possession that night. So
No. 2126 Chaná was home for us until August of 1922.
We set about furnishing it with furniture inferior to what we had left in Santiago,
and at very high prices, so our few savings were soon exhausted, and we had to contend
ourselves with what we had. To add to our woes, no salary came for more than three
months! A mix-up between the Chile Treasurer of the Mission and our new headquarters
in NY. So we all went to work, teaching for half a day each: Alice in Crandon, Elsie and
I in the N.A. [North American] Academy with Mr. Holmes. During his period Webster
was away much of the time, visiting Paraguayan schools, and we were much alone. He
was sure that each mail—sometimes only one or less [?] a month—would bring the much
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needed check. Once, while he was away, I wrote to Dr. Speer, of our Board, telling him
of our predicament. A cable to the National City Bank brought us relief!

Dr. Robert E. Speer and his partner, John R. Mott, were the charismatic lay leaders
of the Student Volunteer Movement (SVM), the primary engine behind the turn of the 20th
century missionary movement that both sides of my family were involved in. Technically
separate from the YMCA, the SVM’s watchword was, “Evangelization of the World in this
Generation.” Speer and Mott were able to galvanize the first real generation of college
students to look outside themselves and help spread the good news of Jesus Christ to the rest
of the world. Only six years after its formation in Northfield, Massachusetts, in 1886, there
were 7,500 student volunteers around the world. (Phillips 92)
Speer more than Mott seemed to take a paternal interest in each member of the
missionary movement, such as coming to Nan’s rescue when funds had not come. Webster
had corresponded with Speer before going to South America. In a letter dated January 7,
1896, he writes: “Dear Brother, I have learned that you have issued a call for a teacher to go
to South America. If you have not yet filled the position, I would like to have you give me
information in regard to it. [. . . ] I prefer South America because I have studied the Spanish
language—a year in Princeton Univ. and also since leaving.”
In my collection of Elizabeth Cole Fleming’s letters is a letter of introduction Robert
Speer wrote for Elizabeth’s parents, John and Julia Cole, when they traveled to India in 1908
to visit the Daniel J. Flemings. The Robert Speers also traveled with the DJ Flemings and the
James Cushmans (Vera Scott Cushman is important later in this story) when they met the
Brownings at the Second Conference of Christian Work in Montevideo in 1925. To my
knowledge, however, no one in my family took the SVM pledge, even though both the
Flemings and the Brownings became missionaries.
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We had been received most kindly and hospitably, by our “ready-made” friends in
this lovely city: Methodist people and YMCA folks took us to their hearts and did
everything possible to make us feel at home, but in spite of everything, we were
homesick! Alice, especially, could not reconcile herself to being separated from
Malcolm and my heart ached for her.
Early in April of that year (1917) following the sinking of the Lusitania (maybe
earlier), the United States was in the War! Our
small group of American women met and
organized for Red Cross work. Knitting seemed
to be the most practicable work for us since we
were able to obtain wool from Argentina. So we
all learned, or re-learned, to knit. Uruguay had
earlier declared herself on the side of the Allies so
we were among friends. In the British Hospital,
staffed by British nurses, mostly, and Uruguayan
doctors, entirely, First Aid classes were organized
and we three girls took them. Only Alice of our

Figure 43: Alice and Malcolm on the
rooftop of Chaná 2126, 1917 or 1918.

family went up for the final examination and received her certificate, signed by the
medial staff, headed by Dr. Garcia Lagos. (You will meet him again, later on.)
And so the Winter, cold and windy, wore on. There was no provision for heating
any part of the house; all we had was a small kerosene stove which we carried about from
room to room as needed.
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Malcolm had promised to visit us as soon as he could arrange it, and one day
came the welcome news that he was coming soon. Not so pleasant was the reason for his
holiday: he was ill and had been granted leave from his work. He would arrive on
August 18th, with Henry, his 14-year-old brother, who was to be put aboard a ship for
England. He was the last of the Crew family going back to school. Came the longed-for
morning and we all went down to the dock to meet the travelers. The river-boat had
already docked and the passengers were through customs and coming out into the open.
Alice’s loving eyes saw Malcolm from afar and she flew to meet him and they were
“together again.”
That day, the 18th of August, was Malcolm’s birthday, and we had made
preparations for a very nice dinner, but poor Malcolm could take little beyond the soup.
The trip across the mountains
was hard on him and it was some
days before he was really better.
As our house was rather small
we could not give lodging; but a
young couple, Mr. & Mrs.
Reginald Pritchard gave him a
room, while he had all his meals

Figure 44: Admiral William Banks Caperton

with us. We took care of Henry for the few days before he sailed. The day of his sailing
was a bitter, windy day, so only Malcolm accompanied him to the dock. When he finally
returned he told us it had been snowing! This was the only snow that fell in our ten years
in Montevideo, I believe. Huddled around our little oil stove we did not know about it. It
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was during this Winter that American ships, a part of Admiral Caperton’s fleet, began
visiting Montevideo and Buenos Aires, remaining weeks at a time. (Their base was in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.)20

Admiral William Banks Caperton (1855-1941) was born at Spring Hill in Maury
County, TN. He graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1875. He was in command
of the Oregon in 1898 during the Spanish-American War. In 1908, he commanded the
Denver and the Maine in 1909. He was made Admiral in 1913. He commanded the
Atlantic Reserve Fleet at Vera Cruz in 1915 and led the naval forces that intervened in
Haiti in 1915-1916. He was Commander-In-Chief of the Pacific Fleet in 1916. He
conducted the naval patrol off the east coast of South America during World War I. He
retired in 1919. <http://www.tnportraits.org/7617-caperton-adm-wm-b.htm>

Figure 45: USS Pittsburgh.
<http://freepages.military.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~cacunithistories/USS_Pennsylvania.html>

20

David Healey writes that United States warships could only stay in a neutral country port for twenty-four
hours at a time (which would be both Argentina and Uruguay during WWI) (299), but I don’t get the
feeling that the ships only stayed for that length of time from either Alice’s letters or Nan’s Journal. Percy
Martin reports that Rear-Admiral Caperton’s squadron arrived at the Uruguayan capital on July 12; [1917]
“in accordance with the decree of June 18, all regulations regarding length of sojourn were waived” (366367).
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In May 1917, the United States Navy dispatched a South American patrol
squadron to Brazil under the command of Admiral William B. Caperton, Commander-inChief of the Pacific Fleet. Caperton soon saw his mission as more diplomatic than
militaristic. During his two-year tour of duty from 1917 to 1919, he was known for
“using his charm as consciously as he used his ships” (Healy 322).
In Montevideo on July 10, 1917, after a round of ceremonies and festivities when
the ships were displayed to full advantage, “society women poured tea and danced with
the blue jackets at a ball for the American enlisted men, while the Pittsburgh band was in
great demand for dances and receptions, not least because it could reveal current North
American fashions in popular music to avid Uruguayans” (Healy 304). A Montevideo
newspaper editorial reported on March 8, 1919: “A more genial man ever wore uniform,
his presence was indispensable at every fete, he had a speaking acquaintance with half of
the city, and he was the coveted and obliging partner of every girl at every dance” (Healy
322).
However, by the end of his tour of duty, the United States showed its disregard of
the South American sphere by replacing the fleet with ancient ships such as the Chicago,
built in 1885. David Healy writes, “Fortunately the South Americans had by then
accepted Caperton as a celebrity in his own right, his importance no longer being
measured by the size and number of his boats” (311).
The YMCA, with Mr. Conard in charge, took over the responsibility of caring for
the officers and men while on shore. The first “housing” that could be found was a large
ware-house near the docks, and once it was arranged, was fairly comfortable and
convenient. The Salvation Army assisted in every way, as an organization, and
everybody in our English-Speaking colony turned in & helped. We made salads,
sandwiches, cakes, etc to feed them (the sailors) and every night there was music and
games. It was a rare night that we Brownings were at home, while our boys were in
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town, and we furnished music on many programmes. Our little house was open to any
and all who cared to come, and many did, for meals and to spend evenings.

Figure 46: Sailor-boys, 1919. Alice (X) is at the piano.

Admiral Caperton’s flag ship, the Pittsburgh, arrived in Rio de Janeiro on June 18,
1917, and was joined by the Frederick and two others in the squadron. In “Admiral
William B. Caperton and United States Naval Diplomacy in South America, 19171919,” David Healy writes:
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The four sister ships, anchoring in line off the city of Rio de Janeiro, made a
suitably impressive appearance.

Displacing over 12,000 tons, the armored

cruisers were far too large to be used normally for anti-submarine patrolling,
their enormous coal consumption alone making them expensive substitutes for
destroyers and auxiliary cruisers. Only their high speed and long cruising range
justified the use to which the Navy proposed to put them. For diplomatic visits,
however, they were almost ideal. Large, handsome vessels, grim in their grey
paint, each cruiser stretched five hundred feet from bow to stern and bristled
with guns up to eight-inch caliber. All had roomy decks for receiving visitors,
while the Pittsburgh was fitted with spacious admiral’s quarters suitable for
formal entertaining. The fact that the ships were virtually identical added a final
parade-ground touch, and their large crews of nearly nine hundred men on each
ship provided ample manpower for parades on shore. (300)

It was while Malcolm was with us that the YMCA took charge of the Red Cross
campaign to raise funds. He showed such efficiency in those busy weeks that he attracted
the attention of Chas. Ewald, Continental Sec’y of the Association, and was offered a
post with the Buenos Aires organization. The salary offered was less than he was
receiving at Hardy’s, but the work appealed to him and he accepted it. Of course, we
were all pleased, especially at the prospect of having Alice nearer to us after their
marriage. On November 22 Malcolm returned to his work in Santiago, and obtained
release from Mr. Hardy for the following year.
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Figure 47: Alice in front of 2126 Chaná,
1919.

Figure 48: Malcolm in front of 2126 Chaná.
1919.

Uncle Mike reports the events in the Clan of Crew like this (“Mother and Dad” are
Mary Chandler Crew and Malcolm; Nena is their first-born daughter):
In 1914 he [Malcolm] saw the signs of war on the horizon, and on his own
authority doubled the order that was being placed. When the owner of the Firm [J. W.
Hardy] discovered what he had done, it was too late to cancel the shipment: the War had
started, the shipment was already at sea, and no further shipments of newsprint came out
of England. The company had a corner on newsprint market for some time.
He went to Buenos Aires in 1917 to enlist in the British army (that’s where the
enlistment center for the Southern Cone of South America was located) but his health
disqualified him for service. He not only had a problem with his lungs but also suffered
from “heart murmur” and color blindness. That avenue closed to him, he decided to join
the YMCA – they at least provided services to the troops.
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The YMCA International Committee Training Center for South America was
located in Montevideo, Uruguay, a ferry ride across the Rio de la Plata (River Plate). His
choice of the International Committee was fortuitous, although his intent was to be able to
serve in the War effort. By working for the International Committee he was paid his
salary by New York in dollars which, though small, was significant in allowing Mother
and Dad to survive not only the 1930’s depression years in Chile but also the monstrous
inflation from the mid-fifties through the seventies. With his bookkeeping background
they trained him as a Financial Secretary.

In Buenos Aires (Nena remembers Dad

mentioning that he had known the Browning family while in Valparaíso) he saw more of
Alice Davidson Browning . . . whom he married in 1918. (21-22)
Information summarized from Malcolm’s “Memoir,” written ca 1955.
Malcolm had been involved in the early YMCA movement in school in Liverpool,
England, which “was large and well fitted, including a ship’s rigging.” He quickly rose to
the top of his group and at a special occasion was chosen to greet the special visitor, who
said to him, “I hope you will always be a leader and be true!” Malcolm said, “Thank you,
Sir,” and he returned to his group to call three cheers. In capital letters, he wrote, “IT
WAS ONLY LATER, AND MANY YEARS AFTER THAT, IT DAWNED ON ME
THAT I HAD SHAKEN HANDS WITH SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS!!!” (Williams was
founder of the YMCA) (3)
When Malcolm returned to Chile, he was involved in the efforts to form a YMCA
in Valparaiso, but he moved to Santiago before the actual founding. In Santiago he met
Charles Ewald (he writes, “either late 1915 or early 1916”) and the two men became fast
friends. Ewald used Malcolm’s office as his headquarters, but hired someone else to head
the Santiago YM Association because he felt Malcolm didn’t have the required training.
Towards the end of 1917, Ewald wrote to Malcolm and said that the two
Secretaries in the Buenos Aires office had been called for war service. Would he be
interested in entering the Association as Business Secretary? “Yes,” he wrote, “even
though it presented a financial sacrifice because it appealed to me.” There he was
introduced to the YM Camps and Programs. In 1921, Ewald invited Malcolm to join the
staff of the Continental Committee. This job took him to the States for six months of
Training School, visiting Associations and Camps.
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Figures 49 & 50: Elsie and Alice (left).
All the Browning women (right). (Elsie is 6-foot tall!)
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As it was settled that the wedding would take place in June, it was arranged that
he would begin work about March—1918—and so he did, coming over to see us several
times that Autumn. Meanwhile our plans
went forward, with sewing and shopping for
our bride-to-be. These were the days before
silk undies, so I bought yards of the finest
nainsook [a fine, soft muslin fabric], made
them up and sent them to be embroidered by
hand: they were lovely & dainty, and a credit
to the “hope chest.”
(I couldn’t manage the wedding cake!
So Mrs. Crew baked it and sent it over by
Malcolm when he came. Small gas oven—
Figure 51: Malcolm and Alice in front of
2126 Chaná.

entirely inadequate.) 21 The date for the
wedding was set for the 6th of June—our own

23rd anniversary. We had a good maid who took the heavy work off our shoulders, so
after our half day of teaching was over we divided most of our time to the trousseau.
Webster was away much of this time, so we there were alone.22

21

Nan sent cakes to Buenos Aires several times during the year (mentioned in an undated August, 1918
letter, September 20, 1918, and November 23, 1918). I have no idea how they were transported (Cake tins?
Tupperware? Boxes?) and they seemed to have a very long shelf life. Here she writes that Mrs. Crew made
the wedding cake for Alice and Malcolm (June 6th) and that Malcolm brought it when he moved to Buenos
Aires in March; much later, in a letter she wrote to family after my parents were married in September
1940, she said she had made the cake back in May.
22
Webster traveled widely and for long periods of time. As far as I can figure out, in 1919 he represented
the Congress on Christian Latin American [CCLA] work in Mexico, he was a lecturer on Missions at
Princeton Theological Seminary (the subject was “The Call of Latin America”), he worked for CCLA in
New York City for several months, and he was in Montevideo for the Congress on Child Welfare. This
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We had seen a wedding in the Methodist Church one Summer night, that so
shocked us that we had decided on a home wedding. (People from the street crowed their
way into the church to see the bride, coming down to the very altar-rail to look up into
her face!)
June 6th was a lovely, balmy day—almost like September 14th, 1940! [Mac & Pat
Fleming’s wedding day.] The Girls’ Club, to which Alice belonged, decorated the patio
where the novios [lovers] were to stand; in front of the double doors of the dining room
hung a lovely white floral bell. Her bed-room, opened off the patio had been dismantled,
and there the presents were on display—many lovely ones. About sixty guests were
present, rather crowded in our small house. Alice wore the white silk dress you know:
Elsie as maid of honor wore one of yellow silk made exactly like it. Webster gave the
bride away, and assisted by Mr. Werner, (minister of the M. E. Church where we all
attended), took part in the ceremony. Gertrude Sailer, Alice’s first music teacher played
the wedding march. She it was, who a few years later, who gave Patsy her first piano
lessons. (She was now Mrs. Newman. {Margin Note: In Stg’o [Santiago] where G. S.
was first a pupil then a teacher in Santiago College. Later married Carlos Neumann who
lived in the [xxx] years.} A young Texan, Sherwood Avery, a clerk in the American
Legation, was “best man” to Malcolm.
Not to be left out of this family affair, I stood near the wedding party. It was a
lovely, simple service and Alice looked like an angel, and Malcolm looked fine and
handsome. Followed congratulation hugs and kisses—and refreshments—I had
decorated the delicious fruit cake made by Mrs. Crew with almond pack icing, orange

was one year before he was awarded the honorary degree of Litt. D. by the University of San Marcos in
Lima, Peru.
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blossom buds & silver leaves and tiny silver (candy) beads. It looked almost
professional. We had made other cakes, besides, and caterers furnished sandwiches and
thick rich chocolate.
Soon

the

bride

disappeared

to

change into her travelling dress, a dark-blue
two-piece & black hat with a lovely pink
velvet crown. (Pat recently took the velvet
which I had kept all these years.)

While the novios were changing, Mr.
Ewald & Miss Reid (Head-Mistress of
Crandon) came dashing through the patio,
with heads down & coat collars turned up:
they received a shower of rice!23 So when
Alice and Malcolm appeared they got less

Figure 53: Miss Reid, Principal of Crandon for
25 years-plus.

than was intended for them!

Well, it was a nice party, but could not be prolonged too long for there were not
nearly enough chairs to seat our guests! So they went home—and we who were four now
had dwindled to three!—or were there five? The beloved older daughter had left the
home-nest for her brief year of married life.

23

My mother wrote in her copy of Nan’s Journal: “Jeannie Reid later married Mr. Conrad, and became
step-mother to Lois and Beba, [long time family friends]. Lois was one of my bridesmaids and was at
Oberlin with me . . . ‘Miss Reid’ was a darling and always very kind to me.”
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Figure 54: Alice Browning Crew in her wedding dress.

They went to Piriápolis, on the Uruguayan coast, for their honeymoon, stopping at
the Mira Mar Hotel for ten or twelve days. (Pat knows Piriápolis well, Mac. Let her tell
you about it & her good times there.)
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Figure 55: Honeymoon, 1918. Miramar Hotel, Piriápolis.

My mother wrote in Psychological Perspectives (Fall, 1984):
Jung writes that an institution, a city, a cause, a place, almost anything that seems to offer
protection and nourishment can be a mother substitute for an orphan. [One . . .] place was my
father’s YMCA Camp in Uruguay, perched on a hillside, covered with geraniums and eucalyptus,
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. It is as vivid to me today as it was fifty years ago, and I can go
there, and do, in a twinkling of an eye, just before going to sleep, or when the going gets rough.
When anyone says the word, “Home” I am there, smelling the eucalyptus or hearing the raucous
dinner bell calling me and my gang of little friends home to meals. My parents honeymooned
there and for a long time I cherished the thought that I had been conceived there. (134)
Then they came back to us, happy as larks, and packed up their presents and
Alice’s effects, and a few days later were off on the night boat to Buenos Aires. They
spent a month with friends in Belgrano, (Mr. & Mrs. Morton of the Church of the
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Disciples), while they searched for a place to live, which would be accessible to
Malcolm’s work. Finally they found an old apartment close to Constitution Station; it
was too large, but was the best they could find. They bought furniture, and with their
own lovely things had a very comfortable and attractive home where they often
entertained boys from the Association. (A piano soon completed the furnishings.)
My mother wrote in her copy of Nan’s Journal:
I think this must have been where I was conceived [in this old apartment close to
Constitution Station]. Daddy told me all about it in the sweetest way. They were
playing duets at the piano one Sunday afternoon and were suddenly overcome with
desire. Then & there, on the sofa in the living room! In the broad daylight! They
conceived me, & afterwards decreed that that was the moment. I’ve always been so glad
that I was created into this incarnation in a moment of real joy & realxxx & desire—I
think this does affect the mind-set of the infant and does leave a lasting impression of
being truly wanted.
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The kitchen, with its built-in stove was a grand [?] place for certain little pests that
I need not mention by name. Pat has had her struggles with the same bichos.
[Cockroaches.]
[Excerpt of a letter from Alice to Nan and Elsie in Montevideo:]
Buenos Aires, July 20th 1918
Back again, but I haven’t cooked supper and it’s eight o’clock! I went into the
kitchen & happened to look at the coal stove, or range, & the top was simply alive
with cock-roaches!

My word!

They [sic] were literally hundreds!

So I got a

newspaper & swatted as many as I could before they ran away and then heated some
water and poured it all down the cracks! Then I took a candle & investigated all the
dark corners & killed many more. Then I poured on more boiling water until my
kitchen floor was flooded. Then I had to sweep it all up & now I’ve come back to
write until it’s dried up. I called M. up just now & he was just starting to leave. My
goodness, if we’re going to stand this kind of racket all the time we’re in this house,
I’m going to look for other diggings! Ugh! The blooming things make me shiver.

Elsie and I had a week’s vacation in August, so Webster again being away, we
spent the time with the Crews. It was a beautiful visit, with teas and dinners, and one
night at the Colon, in a box, to hear “Mignon.” “Knowest thou the Land” [?] (Conoces tu
la obera? Always recalls the night and the scene—and never fails to bring tears to my
eyes.
In October of that year Alice wrote us the news of the baby expected the
following June. They were very happy about it—but my heart was heavy and anxious.
She had considerable sickness for the first months; the heat and humidity of Buenos Aires
were hard on her, so just before Christmas Malcolm brought her over to us, and she was
with us until the end of February.
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[Excerpt from Alice’s October 22, 1918, letter when she announces she is pregnant.]
And now, you’d better not read
this out loud, but please prepare
yourself for a shock.
I’m not very well, Mama dear, in
fact—well, I suppose by this time
you’ve guessed what is the matter
with me. I’m going to be what you
are now, a mother!

Oh Mama, can you realize it? I
can’t! and Malcolm is clear off
his head with delight. Of course
I’m happy too, as you must have
been when you knew I was on the
road.

I wish I had known when I was
in Montevideo, but I didn’t. I
expected to be sick at any time but
it didn’t come off, & now I wake
up every morning quite upset.
Yesterday I felt wretched all day,
until about
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We had a happy Summer, spending most of our afternoons in the beach at
Pocitos. American ships came and went, and many of the sailors spent evenings in our
home, and we spent much time in the canteens set up for them in town. Webster’s trip
had finally taken him to New York where he spent several months in the C.C.L.A. office.
He returned, at last, early in May, and after a few days with us he dashed off to see Alice
and Malcolm, bringing her back with him, near the end of the month.
The baby was due about the 19th of June, so Malcolm was to come over a day or
two earlier. This was our plan: Alice was to go to our little British Hospital and be under
the care of Dr. Garcia Lagos, a splendid doctor and surgeon.24

Figures 57 and 58: The Crews (left) and the Brownings (right), June 6, 1919. Wedding
anniversaries for all: 1st and 24th.
24

In Alice’s letter of December 5, 1918, she talks of going to see Dr. Garcia Lagos with her mother when
she goes to Montevideo in two weeks, as she hadn’t been to the doctor yet.
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After two weeks she would come home to us, where the little crib was already set
up, complete in every detail, and stay until well enough to go back to Buenos Aires.
I was to go with her and help her and baby, as long as I was needed. But “Man
proposes & God disposes.” She saw Dr. Garcia Lagos two or three times and he said
everything was well with her, and she seemed well, too, except for frequent pallor. We
did everything for her, and the household revolved around her. She had her tray in bed
each morning, and we spent the evenings playing games—mostly Flinch, a great favorite
those days, or going to a near-by movie. As her time drew nearer, she said to me one
night, “I’m afraid to go to bed.” And on another occasion she said to me, “It will be all
right; don’t you think so?” She must have had a premonition—and I certainly did one
night, for as I looked at her I had a fearful dread come over me—as if I were already
feeling the shock and pain that came later. It passed—and we went on with our game.
But I can recall that feeling of despair, even now.
Malcolm came over, as agreed previously, on June 19th—and that very night,
Alice had her first warning, and we three went to the hospital in the “wee sma’ hours.” It
was a false alarm, so we came home to breakfast, with the family. {Margin Note: It was
at this time A & M had us guess the little girl’s name, if a girl! It began with “P.” Alice
was to be the first name. We soon guessed Patricia to be “Patsy.”}
But the next morning was bona fide and again, early Saturday morning we were at
the hospital. Dr. Garcia Lagos said the baby would probably not arrive until late that
night. So the day passed with occasional pains, and late afternoon came. Doctor said
Alice was too weak to bring the baby and he must help her with instruments. At 5:30,
Malcolm and I, still in the hospital, were called and told that a little girl was born—Alice
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Patricia Crew had arrived in this troubled world! We were allowed to see her for a few
minutes, and the doctor said all was well.
We went home for dinner and soon returned, as I was to be allowed to stay the
night and look after Baby Patsy. There was no baby’s room—they stayed in the mother’s
room—not too good for the tired mothers. I spent a long time beside Alice’s bed, as she
dozed, and between times, we talked of wee Patsy; she weighed about 7 ½ lbs. As she
begged me to sing to her, I sang all the old family lullabies she had known from her
babyhood, as I always did whenever she was ill. She asked what the baby looked like.
“Like a little monkey,” I told her. She answered, “I thought so, too!” Baby Patsy had a
little screwed up face, with a mop of fair hair, almost long enough to reach her eyebrows!
(Alice had so wanted a “bald-headed baby!”) She was never red like most babies. We
could not determine the color of her eyes as yet. (Throughout the years, I had kept a
number of Alice’s baby clothes, and these were to be Patsy’s first garments. Notable
among them were four little shirts that had been used by several babies, newly-born, for
they were so small. So Patsy wore, for some weeks, the same little shirts her mother
wore.)
I took the baby away to a neighboring room. Neither of us slept much; she was
wide-eyed & restless most of the night. Alice had not slept much either, but seemed well
enough, after her ordeal. I am a little vague about the events of that Sunday morning. I
believe only Malcolm came up, and after a brief visit with Alice, we went home to
breakfast. After Sunday dinner we all went back to see her and the baby, but did not stay
long for fear of tiring her. Malcolm stayed on a few minutes—and was the last to talk
with her! On our way home that afternoon we stopped to call on our friends—the Coats
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family who were eager to know everything. At home we talked about our xxx and our
plans for the next week. Then after supper we all started back to the hospital where I was
again to spend the night, caring for Patsy. We had no telephone, but had given the
hospital the phone number of friends across the street who promised to advise us if a call
came for us.25 As we entered the hospital door we were met by a white-faced nurse, Miss
Patterson, who urged us to hurry upstairs. She had been trying to get us by telephone.
When we entered her room she (Alice) was already in a coma, and never knew us nor
spoke to us again. Doctor and nurses worked over her with oxygen—but all was in vain.
At 9:30 that Sunday night, June 22nd, she left us—with a 28-hour-old baby, that she had
held in her arms for a few brief hours, and to whom she had given her breast just once.
What a night we spent! I shall never forget the long dragging hours. Next
morning, going early to the hospital, I talked with Dr. Garcia Lagos as to what he thought
had happened; he said it was an embolism (blood clot) that had lodged in the lung, for the
heart had continued to beat after all breathing had ceased. He assured me that there was
no way of foreseeing such a xxx and no way of stopping its progress in the blood
stream…

25

Despite the fact that the Crews decided to pay the $10 a month for a telephone, the Brownings were
either too old-fashioned or too economical to have one. However, I’m not sure that would have changed
the outcome…
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Figures 59 to 61: A special corner of the patio in Chaná. Alice is above and Patsy is below.
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